It is the goal of systems biology to understand the behavior of the whole in terms of the knowledge of the parts. This is hard to achieve in many cases due to the difficulty of characterizing the many constituents and their complex web of interactions involved in a biological system. The lac promoter of E. coli, being one of the most extensively studied systems of molecular biology, offers a possibility of confronting "system-level" properties of transcriptional regulation with the known biochemistry of the molecular constituents and their mutual interactions. Such confrontations can reveal previously unknown constituents and interactions, as well as offering new insight into how the components work together as a whole.
INTRODUCTION
The lac promoter of E. coli is one of the most extensively studied systems of molecular biology (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Knowledge and insight gained from these studies have shaped much of how we now think about gene regulation. It is well known that E. coli cells repress the expression of the lac operon when glucose is abundant in the growth medium. Only when the glucose level is low and the lactose level is high is the operon fully expressed. Thus the regulation of this operon represents an example of "combinatorial control" widely seen in prokaryotes and eukaryotes (7, 8) . In this case, the combinatorial control is implemented molecularly by two transcription factors, the Lac repressor LacR which represses transcription and the cyclic-AMP receptor protein CRP which activates transcription. Activation by CRP requires the inducer cAMP, which is used by E. coli cells as a signal of glucose shortage (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) . Repression by LacR is activated in a nearly all-ornone manner upon varying the amount of lactose or one of the several synthetic inducers in growth medium with poor carbon sources (16, 17) . The fold-change in repression is very large, (> 1000-fold), and has been shown to involve LacR-mediated DNA looping (5, 6, (18) (19) (20) (21) .
Here we investigate quantitatively the competing effects of activation and repression on the lac promoter in vivo. We focus on two perplexing issues: (i) According to biochemical studies (22) (23) (24) (25) , LacR-inducer interaction is only weakly cooperative. By what mechanism(s) does the observed induction response become so abrupt (26, 27) ? (ii) Despite the well-known role CRP plays in activating transcription (28) , structural studies (29, 30) suggest that CRP enhances repression by facilitating the LacR-mediated DNA looping. Moreover, in vitro biochemical studies indicate that CRP stabilizes LacR-DNA binding (31) (32) (33) . What functional role(s) does CRP actually play in the control of this operon? We approached these issues by first identifying mutants of E. coli MG1655 that allowed us to directly control the activities of the activators and repressors by varying the levels of two inducers in the growth medium. We then characterized the promoter activity systematically for numerous combinations of the inducers. The gene expression data obtained clearly reveal the effect of CRP in enhancing the steepness of the inducer response. We developed a thermodynamic model of gene regulation (8, (34) (35) (36) , incorporating the known molecular mechanisms of LacR-induced DNA looping and its coupling to CRP through DNA bending (32, 33) . The success of the model is manifested in its ability to describe the complex co-dependence of gene expression on the two inducer levels quantitatively by invoking a single parameter, the cooperativity between CRP and LacR-mediated DNA looping, with the fitted value of the cooperativity agreeing well with that determined from in vitro biochemical measurements (32, 33) . Our study presents a proof of concept that the complicated web of interactions coupling repressors, activators, promoters, and DNA loops in vivo can be quantitatively dissected, provided that the right modeling, together with a precise sequence of experiments on a systematically picked set of mutants are carried out.
RESULTS

Repression by LacR
We first characterized quantitatively the activity of the lac promoter (Plac) subject to varying degrees of repression by the Lac repressor, LacR, for E. coli cells in the exponential growth phase. In our experiments, the activity of LacR was modulated by the synthetic gratuitous inducer isopropyl -D-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) (37) . We performed the -galactosidase assays for wildtype E. coli MG1655 cells in M9 minimal medium with 0.5% glucose as the carbon source and up to 1 mM of IPTG. "Plac activity", defined here as the product of thegalactosidase activity and the cell-doubling rate (see Supp Mat), is plotted against the corresponding IPTG concentrations as the black crosses in Fig. 1a .
The data points are fitted to the Hill function
shown as the black line in Fig. 1a . The Hill function is used here (and elsewhere in the Results section) merely to extract the qualitative features of the promoter activity; the appropriate quantitative description of the data presented will be provided below in the Analysis section. The features of the IPTG-dependent promoter activity (the "IPTG response") are conveyed by the best-fit Hill parameters listed in Table 1 (row 1): The overall fold change, quantified by f IPTG ~ 1200, is in good agreement with previous studies (5, 6, 18-20, 38, 39) . However, the "sensitivity"
of the response, quantified by the slope of the transition region in a log-log plot and given approximately by the Hill coefficient (m IPTG 4.5), is much larger than the expected behavior based on the known biochemistry; see below.
One factor contributing to the hyper-sensitivity observed is a positive-feedback effect due to the expression of lacY which encodes the Lac permease. This effect is analogous to the well known effect on the induction of the lac promoter due to LacY expression (16) . Although the uptake of IPTG does not require LacY, Jensen et al (40) showed that the expression of LacY by the lac promoter nevertheless led to enhanced sensitivity. We therefore deleted lacY from E. coli MG1655 to form strain TK150 (see Table S1 ), and repeated the -galactosidase assays for this strain. Plac activities obtained are plotted as the cyan crosses in Fig. 1a . Fitting again to the Hill form yields the cyan line with the best-fit parameters shown in Table 1 (row 2). The IPTG response of the lacY mutant exhibits a broader transition, with m IPTG 2.6.
Another possible cause of this hyper-sensitivity is a suggested cooperative interaction between the Lac repressor and the activator CRP which also binds in the promoter region (31) (32) (33) . To investigate this possibility, we deleted the crp gene from E. coli TK150 to form strain TK230 (Table S1) , and repeated the -galactosidase assays for this strain. Plac activities obtained are plotted as the green circles in Fig. 1a . Fitting again to the Hill form yields the green line with the best-fit parameters shown in Table 1 (row 3). The IPTG response of the crp lacY double mutant is broader still, with m IPTG 2.
Activation by CRP
We next characterized the dependence of the Plac activity to different degrees of activation by cAMP-CRP (the "cAMP response"). To avoid possible complications due to interaction between LacR and CRP, all experiments were performed under saturating IPTG concentration (1 mM) to disable LacR-operator interaction. This was complemented by direct deletion of LacR in some cases (see below). We also deleted lacY in all subsequent experiments in order to avoid possible feedback. In all cases discussed below where we directly compared the Plac activity of lacY -and lacY + cells, differences of no more than 2-fold were obtained (data not shown).
Control by cAMP. One way to manipulate the cellular level of cAMP-CRP is to subject cells to different levels of cAMP in the medium, and rely on the diffusion of cAMP into cells. This approach requires shutting off the endogenous synthesis of cAMP by the enzyme adenylate cyclase (AC), encoded by cyaA (41) (42) (43) (44) . Setty et al (27) attempted this approach by growing cells in medium with 0.2% glucose and varying levels of cAMP, expecting that AC activity would be repressed via catabolite repression (10, 14, 15, (45) (46) (47) (48) (49) . However, they observed only a few-fold change in Plac activity despite large variations in the extracellular cAMP levels (0 to 20 mM) (27) . The observed change was surprisingly small given that > 50-fold difference in Plac activity was obtained between the wildtype and crp strains (3). In fact, a nearly 10-fold difference in Plac activity can be seen by simply growing wildtype cells on various sugars; see Fig. S1 (blue bars).
Effect of Adenylate Cyclase deletion. We reasoned that the small change in Plac activity obtained by Setty et al might have resulted from the incomplete repression of AC activity by glucose uptake, and hence repeated the experiment with the deletion of cyaA. E. coli TK250 strain ( cyaA lacY, see Table S1 ) was grown in M9 minimal medium with 0.5% glucose, 1mM
IPTG, and up to 10mM cAMP. -galactosidase activity was assayed as described above. The resulting Plac activity displays a smooth sigmoidal dependence as shown in Fig. 1b (3) . In contrast, Plac activity of the wildtype (black symbols in Fig. 1b) as well as the lacY mutant (not shown) grown in glucose displayed only ~ 3-fold change over the same range of cAMP levels, similar to the afore-mentioned finding by Setty et al (27) . As a negative control, we show in Fig. 1b (green circles) the promoter activity obtained for the crp -strain (TK230); its lack of cAMP dependence indicates that the observed cAMP dependence for the crp + strain was mediated primarily by cAMP-CRP. Additional negative controls on possible indirect effects of cAMP variations on Plac activity are shown in Fig. S2b . We found the variation of CRP expression and the non-specific effects of CRP on Plac activity to be small (~2-fold), compared to the 100-fold difference observed for the cyaA mutants over the same range of cAMP concentrations.
The cAMP response exhibited by strain TK250 was analyzed by fitting to the Hill function,
and plotted as the blue line in Fig. 1b . The best-fit parameters are shown in Table 2 (row 1). The sensitivity of the cAMP response, characterized by the Hill coefficient m cAMP 2, is in disagreement with the non-cooperative nature of cAMP-CRP interaction (50) (51) (52) (53) . This suggests a nonlinear relationship between the extracellular and intracellular cAMP concentrations in cyaA strain, and prompted us to look for additional factors regulating intracellular cAMP levels.
Effect of Phosphodiesterase deletion. One such factor is cAMP degradation catalyzed by the enzyme cAMP-phosphodiesterase (PDE) (54) (55) (56) (57) (58) , encoded by cpdA (59) . We deleted the cpdA gene to obtain strain TK310 ( cyaA lacY cpdA) (see Table S1 ) and repeated thegalactosidase assay and analysis. The cAMP response obtained (red circles in Fig. 1b ) is more gradual than that of cpdA + cells (blue squares). Fitting the data to the Hill form (2) yielded the red line with the Hill parameters listed in Table 2 (row 2) . Specifically, the Hill coefficient m cAMP 1 is consistent with the naïve expectation based on the non-cooperative nature of cAMP-CRP interaction (50) (51) (52) (53) .
Combinatorial Control
We next investigated the co-dependence of Plac activity on the two regulators, LacR and cAMP-CRP. We showed above that the crp lacY strain (TK230) could be used to characterize the bare IPTG response, while the lacY cyaA cpdA strain (TK310) could be used to characterize the bare cAMP response. In order to characterize the co-dependence of the promoter on IPTG and cAMP, we first verified that strain TK310 exhibited nearly the same IPTG dependence as TK230 in growth medium with no cAMP added; compare 1 the red squares and green circles in Fig. 1a . Fitting the IPTG-response of TK310 (red squares) to the Hill form (1) yields the solid red line; the corresponding parameters are provided in Table 1 (row 4) .
We repeated the -galactosidase assay and analysis for TK310 cells grown in media with various combinations of IPTG and cAMP concentrations. As evidence of interaction between IPTG-mediated and cAMP-mediated regulations, we show in Fig. 1a Fig. 1a , and Refs. (5, 6, 18-20, 38, 39) ).
Additionally, the sensitivity of the IPTG response increased from m IPTG 2.0 (Table 1 rows 4) for TK310 cells grown in the absence of cAMP to m IPTG 2.8 (Table 1 rows 
ANALYSIS
We have seen that the IPTG and cAMP responses of various mutant strains of E. coli MG1655 fitted well to Hill functions, with the Hill parameters summarized in Tables 1 and 2 . However, the Hill function itself has been invoked so far without justification; it was merely a familiar form used to quantify key features of the response, e.g., the overall fold-change and sensitivity.
Below we will analyze and interpret the results obtained in light of the rich knowledge on the molecular biology of the lac promoter and the biochemistry of the associated components using a thermodynamic model of transcriptional regulation; see Refs. (8, 36 ) and a brief review in Supp.
Mat.
Activation by cAMP-CRP is non-cooperative. The cAMP response found for strain TK310
( cyaA cpdA lacY) exhibited a broad transition (red circles in Fig. 1b 
PDE provides insulation to variations in cAMP.
We are not aware of any significant phenotype reported for cells with a PDE deletion. Only small differences of 2 -3 fold in Plac activity were seen between the wildtype and cpdA strains (blue and red bars in Fig. S1 ), while no systematic trend can be seen in the growth rates of the two strains (the numbers on top of the bars in Fig. S1 ) either. However, the effect of cpdA expression on the cyaA mutant is striking.
Comparison of the blue and red lines in Fig. 1b suggests that PDE expression insulates the cell from extracellular cAMP variations of up to 100 µM. This may be important for cells in environments where AC activity is significantly repressed.
LacR-mediated DNA looping increases the sensitivity of the IPTG response. The IPTG response of the crp lacY double mutant (TK230) exhibited a reduced sensitivity (Fig. 1a green circles) compared to the lacY mutant (TK150, cyan crosses in Fig. 1a) . The difference is due to the activated CRP in the latter strain (which has cyaA intact and hence synthesizes cAMP endogenously). We will discuss the effect of CRP shortly; for now, we first discuss the IPTG 
Although Eq. (3) is not of the Hill form, it resembles a spectrum of different Hill functions, with the maximal fold-change 
where is the cooperativity factor of the CRP-LacR-loop interaction.
To test the predictions of the extended thermodynamic model, we used Eq. (4) As shown by Novick & Weiner and by Ozbudak et al (16, 17) , the hyper-sensitivity of Plac activity to the inducer of LacR is crucial for the bistable (i.e., the all-or-none) nature of E. coli's lactose utilization strategy (16, 17) . The latter is the molecular basis of important physiological effects such as the diauxie shift (71) . It is interesting that hyper-sensitivity resulted in this case from an agglomeration of weak interactions. This distributed way of implementing an important molecular function (instead of, e.g., a highly cooperative LacR-inducer interaction) may reflect the serendipity of the evolutionary dynamics, or alternatively a robust evolutionary strategy to preserve important system-level functions.
The importance of being quantitative. Critical to this study was the recognition of various "artifacts" produced by processes not directly related to the regulation of the lac promoter. The key discriminating feature we used was the quantitative comparison of the observed responses to the expectations of the thermodynamic model, in light of the known biochemical processes.
Although fitting the experimental data to a Hill form is in itself not a very discriminating task, we find that the "reasonableness" of the numerical values of the fitting parameters, especially the apparent Hill coefficients of the responses, can be quite revealing. Nevertheless, the power of the quantitative analysis is by itself limited, as it can only suggest the existence of problems but does not identify the sources. It is through the quantitative comparison of the characteristics of a series of key mutants that the major conclusions of this study are established. It is important to note that some of our most discriminating mutants did not display much difference in the high/low states of expression, but exhibited clear differences in the abruptness of the transition between states.
The lac promoter is one of the prototypical model systems of gene regulation. Classic studies on the regulation of this promoter have established numerous fundamental concepts as well as laying down the appropriate methodology for studying the molecular biology of gene regulation. Quantitative studies of the lac promoter can again play important roles in laying down the foundation of quantitative systems biology, whose goal is to understand the behavior of a "system" in terms of the relevant properties of its components. The lac promoter is admittedly a rather simple system. Nevertheless, we see from this study that system-level properties such as the sensitivity of the IPTG response resulted from a closely intertwined set of interactions among the molecular constituents. We demonstrated how this system can be dissected by careful quantitative characterization and targeted genetic manipulations, along with guidance from quantitative modeling and the knowledge of the biochemistry of the molecular constituents. The experience gained here may be of value to the study of other more complex biological systems.
METHODS
Plasmids and Strains. All strains used in this study were derived from E. coli K-12 MG1655 as listed in Table S1 and detailed in Supp Mat. Chromosomal gene deletion were performed using the method of Datsenko & Wanner (72) , and transferred from one strain to another using P1
transduction. All mutations were verified using PCR. 4) by fixing the maximal fold-change f IPTG to be the ratio of 0 and the observed promoter activity in medium with no IPTG. 0 is generated by the bare cAMP response cAMP using the parameters in Table 2 row 2. The result obtained (circles) is fitted to Eq. (5) using a single fitting parameter = 10.3 ± 0.1, with C cAMP = 320 µM (Table 2 row 2) and L 0 = 3.7 (Table 3 row 4) . (b) The IPTG responses obtained at different cAMP levels (symbols) are plotted together with predictions of the CRP-assisted DNA-looping model (Eq. 3) with no adjustable parameters. We used R = 50, K IPTG = 12.3 µM (Table 3 row 3) , with values of L taken from (a) and cAMP for 0 (Eq. (2) with parameters values given in Table 2 TGTGAGTTAGCTCACT to CAGACGTTAGCTCACT Table S1 : List of strains and plasmids used in this study. The activity of the crp promoter was determined by the -galactosidase assay for strain TK500 (BW25113 cells bearing cyaA deletion and chromosomal insertion of the crp promoter transcriptionally fused to lacZ.). The activity was found to vary by no more than 2-fold in medium containing 0 to 10 mM cAMP, with maximal activity at ~ 1mM cAMP. The indirect effect of cAMP-CRP on the lac promoter was determined by the -galactosidase assay for strain TK600 (BW25113 cells bearing cyaA deletion and chromosomal insertion of a mutated lac promoter:lacZ construct, with the promoter containing a mutated CRP operator site; see Table S1 ). The activity of this promoter was nearly unchanged in media containing 0 to 1mM cAMP, and decreasing only by 2-fold in medium with 1 to 10 mM cAMP. (1mM IPTG was added to the medium to alleviate repression by LacR.) The results indicate that the cAMP dependence observed for wildtype lac promoter (Fig. 1a in the main text) are primarily due to cAMP-CRP exerted through the CRP operator site. (4) by fixing the maximal fold-change f IPTG to be the ratio of 0 and the observed promoter activity in medium with no IPTG. 0 is generated by the bare cAMP response cAMP using the parameters in Table 2 
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SUPPLIMENTARY MATERIALS EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
a. Plasmids and Strains. E. coli K-12 MG1655 and derived mutants were used in all experiments reported in the main text. Chromosomal deletions were performed using the method of Datsenko & Wanner (1) . For each deletion the kanamycin resistance gene kan was amplified from the template plasmid pKD4 using primer sites P0 and P2 including 45 bp homology extensions. The PCR products were then transformed into electrocompetent MG1655 cells, and kan was eliminated using plasmid pCP20 bearing FLP recombinase (1). The resulting strains TK110, TK120, TK130, TK140, and TK150 are listed in Table S1 together with the start and end coordinates of the respective deletions. All mutations were verified using PCR. Multiple deletion strains were constructed by serially transferring and eliminating the TK100 series of kan insertion mutants into the target strain using P1 transduction in the order indicated in column 3 of Table S1 , with the exception of strain TK200 carrying lacI lacY double mutation. The close proximity of lacI to lacY necessitated the de novo synthesis of both mutations in the same host strain.
Measurements of the variation of CRP levels were performed on strain TK500. This strain was derived from strain TK400, which was derived in turn from E. coli BW25113 , with cyaA deletion performed as explained above. The crp promoter Pcrp was amplified from MG1655 genomic DNA from start coordinate 3483424 to end coordinate 3483721 and inserted into the EcoRI and BamHI sites of PRS551 (2). The resulting Pcrp-lacZ fusion was inserted into the chromosome of TK400 using the method of Simons et al (1987) .
Measurements of the effect of the CRP operator on the lac promoter were performed using strain TK600 which is also derived from strain TK400. The lac promoter was amplified from start coordinate 365438 to end coordinate 365669 and cloned into the EcoRI and BamHI sites of pRS551. The CRP operator site at position -61.5 was altered from TGTGAGTTAGCTCACT to CAGACGTTAGCTCACT using site-directed mutagenesis (Stratagene) and the resulting construct was inserted into the chromosome of strain TK400 using the method of Simons et al (2) . doubling/hour at ~1 mM cAMP; see Fig. S2 . As such, the initial inoculation of samples was performed at different dilutions (~1000x dilution for samples in 1 mM cAMP and ~ 100x dilution for samples at lower cAMP concentrations) such that all samples would reach OD 600 = 0.2-0.4 in approximately 12-15 hours. We verified that samples assayed with various initial dilutions in the given range gave no measurable systematic variations in results (data not shown). 2 For the lowest expression encountered in the experiments performed (e.g., the crp null mutants in Fig. 1a) , this took up to 50 hours.
formula A = (1000 s) / (0.5 OD 600 ) . To verify the reliability of the deduced activity for the weakly expressed promoters, we performed a serial dilution experiment, using MG1655 grown in M9 medium with 0.5% glucose and 1 mM IPTG, which yielded a -galactosidase activity of ~ 1000 MU. We mixed this strain with strain BW25113, deleted of the lac operon, in varying proportions (up to 10 6 -fold dilution), and measured the apparent -galactosidase activity of the mixture using the procedure specified above. We found a nearly perfect inverse dependence of the observed -galactosidase activity with the fold-dilution applied down to ~ 0.03 MU (data not shown). As the lowest -galactosidase activity encountered in the experiments was ~0.1 MU, our data lay completely in the responsive regime of the measurements.
In the text, we report the "promoter activity" ( ) as
where 1 2 is the cell-doubling rate defined above (in unit of 1/hr). This measure of the promoter activity is motivated by the fact that the enzyme -galactosidase is very stable (5) so that in the balanced exponential growth phase, its "turnover" is governed by dilution due to cell growth; see discussion below. Note that with the definition (S1), we take into account some straightforward growth-dependent effects on -galactosidase activity as previously reported (6, 7) . There are of course other residual effects, e.g., variation in the cellular levels of RNA polymerase, ribosomes, etc at the different growth rates. However, these effects are apparently quite limited in magnitude and will be neglected in our analysis: As seen in Fig. S2b (triangles) , the growth-rate adjusted activity of -galactosidase expressed by the (constitutive) Plac crp promoter in cyaA-cells changed very little in growth medium with various cAMP concentrations, even though the growth rate itself changed appreciably over this range of cAMP concentrations (Fig. S2a) .
THEORETICAL MODELING a. Activation of the Regulatory Proteins. The concentrations of the active regulators are
controlled by the total concentrations of the regulators, the intracellular inducer concentrations, and the biochemistry of inducer-regulator interaction. The interaction of CRP with cAMP is quite straightforward (8) (9) (10) (11) and will be discussed first. The active component is the CRP dimer associated with one cAMP molecule (10) (11) (12) . For simplicity, we will assume that all the CRP monomers associate in the dimer form, as justified by the very small dimer dissociation constant (0.1 -1 nM; (13) 
Obtaining the active concentration of the Lac repressor is more involved. The Lac repressor is a dimer of dimers (17) . Co-crystal structure of LacR and operator DNA indicates that the dimer binds specifically to the operator sequence as a unit in the absence of IPTG, while the IPTG-bound dimers do not have the required structure to bind specifically to operator DNA.
Additionally, since the two dimeric units of the LacR tetramer interact very weakly (18), we do not expect the IPTG binding by one dimeric unit to affect the specific DNA binding of the other dimeric unit. Finally, we do not expect a dimeric unit to be able to bind specifically to operator sites if either one of its monomeric subunit is bound to IPTG. This assumption is based on the work of Winter, Berg and von Hippel (19) , who showed that sequence specific binding would only occur if the energy gained from sequence-specific binding more than compensates the loss of electrostatic energy the repressor molecule could gain in a conformation that does not allow specific DNA binding. When one of the monomers bind to IPTG, that monomer could not contribute to specific DNA binding, and the other monomer would not be able to contribute enough to compensate given what we know about the energetics of LacR-DNA binding (19) .
The last feature described above, that both monomers of a dimeric unit need to be free of IPTG 
Since the total LacR concentration is the sum of the concentrations of the individual species, then we have
and
. (S5) b. Thermodynamic Modeling. The transcriptional activity of a given promoter controlled by the binding and interaction of transcription factors (TF) can be modeled using a generalized SheaAckers like thermodynamic model (21) as described in Buchler et al (22) and Bintu et al (23, 24) . Briefly, we assume that the rate of protein expression, G, is proportional to the equilibrium probability P of the RNA polymerase (RNAP) binding to its DNA target, the promoter, given the cellular concentrations of all of the relevant transcript factors. The probability P can be written as
where Z ON and Z OFF are the partition sums of the Boltzmann weights over all states of transcription factor binding for the promoter bound and not bound, respectively, by the RNA polymerase. Given the knowledge of the cellular concentrations of the TFs, the partition function of the TFs themselves (Z OFF ) is simply As an example, consider a promoter with a single binding site for an activator protein A, which binds to its site with dissociation constant K A and interacts with RNAP via a cooperativity factor > 1 . The equilibrium promoter occupation probability P can then be written as
where the approximation above is justified by the fact that typical core promoters are very weak [22] [23] [24] . The rate of protein expression, G P , can then be written as
where G 0 is a basal protein expression rate, involving the rate of transcription, translation as well as mRNA turnover, in the absence of any regulatory proteins. It is not a number computable from the thermodynamic model; on the other hand, the knowledge of this overall prefactor is not necessary for characterizing the relative effect of transcriptional control.
In the case of a repressor protein R which binds to its operator with dissociation constant K R and precludes RNAP binding at the core promoter, the transcription rate can be written as
and the rate of protein expression as
For a promoter which is controlled by both a repressor and an activator, the simplest case would be that the two exert their influence on the RNAP independently and do not interact with each other. In this case, the combined response would simply be the product of the two expressions given above, i.e.
Below, we apply the general thermodynamic to the lac promoter. 
where G 0 is the same basal rate introduced in Eq. (S7). Eq. (S10) describes the rate of LacZ synthesis. What we measure is the enzymatic activity (A) of LacZ (see Methods and Section S1
of Supp Mat) in the steady state of balanced exponential growth. We take A to be proportional to the steady-state LacZ concentration[LacZ ] * . The latter is given through the kinetic equation
with the steady-state solution 
where b 0 G 0 and
Eq. (S11) is the Hill form used in the main text for the cAMP response (Eq. 2), with f cAMP = , and C cAMP = cAMP . The predicted range for C cAMP listed in Table 2 and (S5), we obtain the result e. LacR-mediated DNA looping. To include repression due to DNA looping, we take into account of the additional possibility that a completely uninduced LacR tetramer (i.e., LacR**) may bind to two operator sites, the main operator O1 and one of the two auxiliary operator sites O2 or O3; see Fig. S6 . This is incorporated into the thermodynamic model by adding two looping terms 3 to the denominator of the expression in Eq. (S13), i.e.,
with K 2 and K 3 being the dissociation constant of the LacR tetramer with O2 and O3
respectively, and [L 12 ] and [L 13 ] describing the effective "local concentration" of the repressor at O2 and O3 respectively given that the tetramer is bound at O1; see (22) (23) (24) 
As the Plac activity is proportional to G (see above), we have 
) . With DNA looping, the degree of repression becomes
From Eq. (S17), it is also straightforward to compute the dependence of sensitivity (defined e.g., (S10) and (S15)) in a way analogous to Eq. (S9), i.e.,
Alternatively, the co-dependence of the promoter activity on cAMP and IPTG can be obtained from the product of Eq. (S11) and Eq. (S17),
Note that Eq. (S20) is of the same form as the IPTG response of Eq. (S17), but with the basal activity b 0 replaced by cAMP of Eq. (S11). This corresponds to a simple cAMP-dependent vertical shift of the IPTG response in the log-log plot.
As the data shown in Fig. 2b clearly deviated from the above product form (see below), we examined the consequence of a previously proposed interaction between CRP and DNA looping (18, (33) (34) (35) 
It then follows that the cAMP and IPTG dependence of the promoter activity can be written in the same form as Eq. (S20), but with the looping factor L 0 changed to
where is an effective cooperativity factor given by
The parameters [L 12 ] , [L 13 ] , and 0 have not been determined from direct biochemical studies. However, Fried et al (33, 35) have measured an effective cooperativity factor defined as the ratio of concentration of the cAMP-CRP-LacR-DNA ternary product with the product of the concentrations of cAMP-CRP-DNA and LacR-DNA binary products. In terms of the parameters defined above, this effective cooperativity factor can be written as of the medium such that the observed cAMP response is described by the general Hill form replaced by the expression in (S21), we obtain the following for the co-dependence of the promoter activity:
with the loop parameter L in Eq. (S27) being
and the cooperativity factor in Eq. (S28) still given by Eq. (S23).
g. Comparison to alternative models. While our model described by Eqs. (S20) and (S22) appears to accurately describe the data (See Fig. 2b ), one might question whether conceptually simpler models (e.g., generalized Hill functions) might explain the data equally well. Below, we construct several such models and fit to the data surface from strain TK310 using non-linear least squares minimization in Matlab. The points at [IPTG] = 0 are weighted to increase their significance (to simulate the wide range (in log scale) of low IPTG concentrations (< 5 µM) over which the baseline expression from the promoter does not significantly increase). For each model the specified parameters are allowed to vary freely to obtain the optimum fit. 
Here, we use C '' cAMP = C ' cAMP = C cAMP , m'' cAMP = m' cAMP = m cAMP but allow both '' and ' to vary freely. This 8-parameter model is able to describe the full data set well; see Figure S8 (d).
This finding is not surprising given the result in Fig. S3(a) , that the effective Hill coefficient of the IPTG response is strongly cAMP dependent.
We see that while both our model (i.e. Eqs. 
DATA ANALYSIS
For each strain and medium used, the promoter activity was computed from the raw data (i.e.,
-galactosidase activity and growth curves) according to Eq. (S1). Its dependence on either the concentrations of cAMP or IPTG in the medium was then fitted to an effective Hill form
where [X] refers to the concentration of the inducer X (cAMP or IPTG) in the medium. In the fits, the basal activity b X was directly fixed by the promoter activity obtained for[X] = 0 . The other 3 Hill parameters were obtained by fitting to Eq. (S32) using nonlinear least-square minimization (Matlab 7). Reported errors are the 68.3% (1 standard deviation) confidence intervals for the given parameters.
Because DNA looping is involved in repression of the lac promoter by the Lac tetramer (17, 29, 30, 36, 37) , the IPTG responses of strains TK230 and TK310 (in medium with no cAMP added) were also fitted to the form (S17) predicted by the DNA looping model above. In the fit, we fixed the value of R to 50 as discussed above. We then used the experimentally determined promoter activity in saturating (1mM) IPTG condition to fix the coefficient b 0 , and used the remaining data to fit the two parameters K IPTG , and L 0 according the procedure described above.
The results are listed in Table 3 Table 2 (row 2) and Table 3 (row   2) . Similarly, for the IPTG response of strain TK250, the predicted form (S27) was plotted as the Table 2 (row 1) and Table 3 (row 3) .
Finally, the cAMP dependence of the loop parameter L was analyzed by fitting their values to the expected form according to the extended thermodynamic model, Eq. (S22) for strain TK310
and Eq. (S28) for strain TK250. In these fits, we varied only the effective cooperativity factor , taking the values of the other parameters from Table 2 (row 2) and Table 3 (row 2) for strain   TK310, and Table 2 (row 1) and Table 3 (row 3) for strain TK250. Estimate of error on was again obtained using the procedure described above.
